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“Children have never been very good at listening to their elders, but they have never failed
to imitate them.” —James Baldwin1,2

Imprinting in Medical Education

Imprinting is a psychological term for “the process by which an organism develops a tendency
to remain in proximity with the first stimuli to
which it is exposed.”3 Imprinting stimuli are
more or less constant during a very critical period of early development, and unlike associative learning, are not induced by consequences
(either rewards or negative feedback). Imprinting comes from stimuli that are early, immersive, and innately comfortable. Similar effects
are seen in medical education. Some have referred to imprinting as a “hidden curriculum”
that exists in both medical school and graduate
medical education (GME), potentially trumping the actual curriculum in terms of lasting
impact on practice.1,4
Quantifying and assessing imprinting is an
emerging science in health professions education, but early studies suggest its effects are
significant and enduring. For example, the imprint of health care cost behaviors acquired
during residency lasts at least 16-19 years
posttraining.5,6 Medical student cost-related
behaviors appear to be similarly influenced
by those of their training institution.7 Educational imprinting also impacts the scope of
practice, with both positive and negative effects on value and overall care provided to
patients.8 Other studies further inform this
vision, for example: (1) a likely imprint of
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patient management style and general internists’ choices of conservative vs aggressive
management options9; (2) practice intensity
(aggressiveness) is largely predicted by residency affiliation10; and (3) Asch et al reported
imprinting of quality of care for women treated by obstetricians, specifically maternity care
complications.11 Relatedly, training in rural and
safety-net settings has been shown to be a potent predictor in practicing in these settings
later.12 Imprinting can be general (management approach, costs of care) to specific (procedural competence), but both likely benefit
from pattern consistency assessment across
trainees rather than assessing at the level of
the individual trainee.
Ongoing research will continue to deepen
our understanding of which outcomes are imprinted, how to modify them in the training
environment, and how to modify them in practice.

Harnessing Purposeful Imprinting

The promise of purposeful imprinting is a future consistent with Hafferty’s vision for
reform initiatives… undertaken with an eye
to what residents learn, instead of what they
are taught.13
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Some medical educators already propose using
this powerful driver of future clinician behavior to align educational and clinical contexts,
hoping to
establish a training environment that supports
bridging from clinician to educator, training
program to clinical microsystem, and educational outcomes to clinical outcomes that benefit the patient.14

Building on the concept that “the clinic is the
curriculum,” they seek to change the clinical
environment to reinforce desirable behaviors
by modeling professional behaviors in the clinical learning environment.15 It is for this reason
that the American Board of Family Medicine
now requires quality improvement activities
during residency, not only to affect resident
learning, but to induce modeling behaviors
by the faculty and institutions that make it
a part of the formal education program and
their own practice.
While the potential impact of aligning the
clinical and educational contexts are clear, effective implementation poses challenges. For
example, while Asch et al found evidence of
procedural quality imprinting, Phillips et al
did not find evidence of imprinting for chronic
disease quality measures.5,11 Perhaps obstetrical procedures are imprinted through repeated modeling whereas there is less opportunity
for recurrent modeling of chronic care management or instruction on disease quality assessment and improvement. The Institute for
Healthcare Improvement and others have implementation models for clinical improvement
that might support clinical quality imprinting, and educators have recently drawn parallels between quality improvement and medical
education (experiencing, reflecting, thinking,
and acting in continuous cycles).16 It may be
useful for faculty to decide on the behaviors
or traits that they most wish to imprint (and
those they don’t) and then focus on how to
make the training practice an immersive experience—how the things they do every day in
practice specifically reinforce those behaviors.

Partnership Opportunities for
Accreditation, Certification,
and Training Funding

Jordan Cohen, MD, former president of the Association of American Medical Colleges, once
noted, “the residency experience inevitably
brands all physicians with an indelible imprint of medicine’s lived values.”17 While there
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is evidence that imprinting starts in medical
school, there are clear opportunities for the
Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical
Education (ACGME), certifying boards, and
training funding to work in concert to promote the imprinting of desirable behaviors.
Regulators have begun to recognize their role
in shaping the environments in which physicians train, ensuring the imprint of behaviors
desired by patients and communities. Regulation may be particularly valuable where health
systems interests risk imprinting undesirable
behaviors. Regulation can help shape a clinical
training built environment that aligns intrinsic
and extrinsic drivers of behavior so that physicians are nudged toward the right choice because it is the easy choice.18 Accreditation and
certification requirements could focus on built
environment features that must be present because they demonstrate desirable practice behavior imprinting. For primary care this could
be empanelment and continuity threshold requirements, for example.
In 2004, ACGME Executive Director David
Leach called for changes in residency education accreditation that offered
more emphasis on educational outcomes and
less on process, more external and fewer internal measures, greater recognition of the
continuum of medical education, more links
between the quality of education and the quality of patient care.

He went on to forecast,
(i)n the future, accreditation will be much more
selective in its process measures and will probe
educational outcome measures in depth.

That shift has begun. For the past decade,
the ACGME outcome focus has been on competence, quality, and safety, best encompassed
by the introduction of competency Milestones
and the Clinical Learning Environment Review (CLER) program (quality and safety).19
CLER has particular relevance to imprinting,
as it grew out of concerns about the supervision and quality of care provided by institutions and their subsequent effects on learner
outcomes.11 CLER might be leveraged to more
deliberately harness institution-level capacity
for positive imprinting, while Milestones could
focus more on individual competencies that
might be a signal for imprinting improvement
(see the Asch example for obstetrics).
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New approaches to measurement will also
be important. Dr Leach proposed regular surveys of graduated residents and existing trainees. Family medicine has implemented this
idea and is the only specialty that requires
training programs to survey graduates. The
American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM)
systematized this, surveying all graduating
residents about their preparation, plans for
practice, and burnout. It is a mandatory survey for initial certification and has been used
extensively to assess practice vs training scope
of practice.8 The ABFM resurveys graduates 3
years later asking related questions.20 These
two surveys now populate annual reports to
training programs, but could be a more robust
part of the accreditation feedback loops, aiming to improve the training environment. Other certifying boards are collaborating with the
ACGME, particularly around understanding
Milestones and associated outcomes, and there
is opportunity to support assessments of imprinted training outcomes.
The mounting evidence of imprinted costrelated and quality behaviors suggest several
meaningful measures that may be assessed
after training that reflect on the training environment. For example, efforts to translate the
dimensions that explain primary care’s beneficial effects on health—first contact, cost, continuity, and comprehensiveness—into measures
are not only applicable to value-based physician payment, but also may prove important
in evaluating training programs.21-23 The time
is ripening for relating practice behaviors and
competencies back to programs to look for opportunities to improve training.
To realize any of these changes, it is critical
that GME funders recognize their strong incentive to measure training outcomes and for
joining accreditation and certification bodies
in influencing training environments. Among
federal stakeholders, the Health Resources and
Services Administration (HRSA) has capitalized on the imprinting effects of training in
safety net and rural settings in support of its
Teaching Health Center and rural training
programs. HRSA is also first among GME
funders to pilot value-based payment for training institutions, through its Childrens Hospital
Graduate Medical Education Quality Bonus
System.24 While HRSA continues to assess the
general effectiveness of its programs, it could
develop site-level training outcome measures
for desirable behavior imprinting to focus its
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investments and guide training site improvements.25 The Veterans Health Administration
spends upwards of $2 billion on GME with
very little assessment of training outcomes, imprinted or otherwise. The Centers for Medicare
& Medicaid Services put $12 billion annually
into GME, but lack authority to assess or direct training outcomes.26 The data and methods for evaluating training outcomes, some of
which are clearly imprinted, are available.27
The primary funders of GME may need both
more information and more authority to be effective partners in this work.

Conclusion

Educational imprinting in residency education
has significant effects on practice, and hence,
on the health of our society. Imprinting can be
positively harnessed by implementing changes
in educational clinical settings. There are clear
and important partnerships available to work
on this important driver and outcome of medical education.
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